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bstract

In case of a tunnel fire, toxic gas and smoke particles released are the most fatal contaminations. It is important to supply fresh air from the
pwind side to provide a clean and safe environment upstream from the fire source for people evacuation. Thus, the critical longitudinal wind
elocity for arresting fire induced upwind gas and smoke dispersion is a key criteria for tunnel safety design. Former studies and thus, the models
uilt for estimating the critical wind velocity are all arbitrarily assuming that the fire takes place at the centre of the tunnel. However, in many real
ases in road tunnels, the fire originates near the sidewall. The critical velocity of a near-wall fire should be different with that of a free-standing
entral fire due to their different plume entrainment process. Theoretical analysis and CFD simulation were performed in this paper to estimate the
ritical velocity for the fire near the sidewall. Results showed that when fire originates near the sidewall, it needs larger critical velocity to arrest
he upwind gas and smoke dispersion than when fire at the centre. The ratio of critical velocity of a near-wall fire to that of a central fire was ideally
stimated to be 1.26 by theoretical analysis. Results by CFD modelling showed that the ratio decreased with the increase of the fire size till near

o unity. The ratio by CFD modelling was about 1.18 for a 500 kW small fire, being near to and a bit lower than the theoretically estimated value
f 1.26. However, the former models, including those of Thomas (1958, 1968), Dangizer and Kenndey (1982), Oka and Atkinson (1995), Wu and
arker (2000) and Kunsch (1999, 2002), underestimated the critical velocity needed for a fire near the tunnel sidewall.
2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Tunnel fire is a hot concern around the world due to big fire
isasters occur in road or railway tunnels in recent years, such as
n Mont-Blanc, France/Italy [1] and Tauern, Austria [2] in 1999;
itzsteinhorn, Austria in 2000; Gotthard, Switzerland in 2001;
ague, Korea in 2003 [3]; and Frejus, France/Italy in 2005 [4].
he environment in the tunnel will be polluted by smoke particle
nd poisonous gases, such as carbon monoxide, produced by
he fire. The smoke particles decrease the visibility range in the
pace resulting in that the people who cannot find their way
ut. Also, the toxic gases directly harm and kill the evacuee [5].

ongitudinal wind flow commonly exists in tunnels. Natural
irflow is induced by buoyancy due to temperature difference
etween the two portals due to the tunnel slope. Longitudinal
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entilation system commonly designed in tunnels also forces
irflow to go through the tunnel [6–11].

In case of a tunnel fire, there is an interaction between the
ongitudinal wind flow and gas/smoke dispersion induced by
he fire. When the wind velocity is too low, fire gas and smoke
isperses in both the upstream and downstream directions. How-
ver, due to the long narrow characteristic of the tunnel structure,
t is important to ensure the space at the upstream side of the fire
eing free of smoke and toxic gases in an emergency of fire.
resh airflow should enter the tunnel from the upstream portal
or supplying oxygen for the evacuee and helping the fire fighter
o approach the fire source for suppression. Thus, the critical
ind velocity for arresting fire induced upwind gas and smoke
ispersion is a key criteria for tunnel safety design.
. Critical velocity models

Currently, there are several different models for predicting
he critical velocity. Most of them are based on Froude or

mailto:hlh@ustc.edu.cn
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jhazmat.2007.04.094
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Nomenclature

A cross sectional area of the tunnel, (m2);
C1, C2, C3 constant in Kunsch’s model;
Cp specific heat capacity, (J kg−1 K−1);
g gravity acceleration constant, (9.8 m s−2);
H tunnel height/height of computational domain,

(m);
P perimeter of the cross section of the tunnel, (m);
p ambient pressure, (Pa);
Q heat release rate of the fire, (kW);
Q* dimensionless heat release rate;
Q′′ dimensionless heat release rate;
Ri Richardson number;
T0 ambient temperature, (K);
�T ∗

0 dimensionless constant in Kunsch’s model, 6.13;
Uc critical wind velocity, (m s−1);
U∗

c dimensionless critical wind velocity;
Uc,c critical velocity for central fire, (m s−1);
Uc,w critical velocity for near-wall fire, (m s−1);
W tunnel width;
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ρ0 ambient air density, (kg m−3);
γ ratio of specific heats of the fire gases;

ichardson modelling with assumption that there should be a
alance between the energy of the incoming fresh air and that
f the buoyant fire source at the critical condition [12]. These
odels have similar formation, including:
The Thomas model [13,14]:

c =
(

gHQ

ρ0T0CpA

)1/3

(1)

The model proposed by Danziger and Kennedy [6]:

c =
(

gHQ

ρ0T0CpARic

)1/3

(2)

ith the critical Richardson number obtained to be 4.5 by Lee
t al. [15] through scale model experiments.

The model proposed by Oka and Atkinson [7]:

∗
c = 0.35

(
Q∗

0.124

)1/3

for Q∗ < 0.124 (3)

∗
c = 0.35 for Q∗ > 0.124 (4)

here U∗
c = Uc/

√
gH, Q∗ = Q/(ρ0CpT0g

1/2H1/2A)
The model built by Wu and Barker [16]:

′
c = 0.40

(
Q′

0.20

)1/3

for Q′ ≤ 0.20 (5)
′
c = 0.40 for Q′ > 0.20 (6)

here U∗
c = Uc/

√
gH̄, Q∗ = Q/(ρ0CpT0g

1/2H̄5/2) with
ydraulic diameter, H̄ = 4A/P , introduced into the model

e
s
w
i
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nstead of the tunnel height, H. The models brought forward by
ka, Wu and Barker both take into account the ‘super-critical
ind velocity’ which the critical wind velocity does not increase
ith one-third power of the heat release rate any more.
Recently, another simple model was brought forward by Kun-

ch [10,11] based on physical modelling of the plume rise and
eflection at the tunnel ceiling. The critical velocity was related
o the maximum plume temperature rise above the ambient, or
he buoyancy force, when deflecting at the ceiling. This model
eemed to investigate more deeply into the physics of the coun-
eraction between the incoming fresh airflow and the buoyant
lume gas driven by the fire, than the former models, which is
onsidered roughly by the overall energy balance. The model
uilt by Kunsch [11] is:

1 = 1 − 0.1(H/W)

1 + 0.1(H/2)
[1 + 0.1(H/W) − 0.015(H/W)2]

∼= 1 − 0.1(H/W) (7)

2 = 1 − 0.1(H/W)

1 + 0.1(H/W)
0.574(1 − 0.2(H/W)) (8)

3 = 0.613 (9)

c = C3

√
C1�T0

∗

√
1 + (1 − C2/C1)�T0

∗Q′′2/3

1 + �T0
∗Q′′2/3 Q′′1/3

(10)

here �T ∗
0 is a dimensionless constant with value of 6.13 and

′′ = Q/(γ/(γ − 1)p
√

gH5/2) with p to be the ambient pres-
ure in Pa and γ to be the ratio of specific heats of the fire
ases.

A comparison had been performed by Vauquelin [12] with his
xperimental results in a scale model tunnel. It was reported [12]
hat the model of Kunsch was close to the experimental value
ut still with an overestimation of about 10%. Also, the model
f Thomas appeared to be in good agreement with experimental
alue for small fire sizes but with a small underestimation of
he critical wind velocity. Although several different models are
vailable, they all were verified only by scale model experiments
r very little rough full scale experimental data, mainly because
f the current lack of accurate full scale experimental data on
ritical velocity.

However, it should be noted that all the former studies and
hus, the models built are all arbitrarily assuming that the fire
akes place at the centre of the tunnel while in many real cases
n a road tunnel, the fire originates near the sidewall. For exam-
le, fire is due to a collision to the sidewall or a burning vehicle
s stopped by the driver at the emergency parking area, which is
lso near the wall in the road tunnel. For these near wall fires,
he entrainment process of the fire plume and the development
rocess of the deflected ceiling jet gas flow should be differ-

nt from that of a fire freely standing at the tunnel centre. As
hown in Fig. 1, the entrainment from the wall side is confined
hen the fire originates near the wall, while the freely stand-

ng fire plume entrainments fresh air from all around. With less
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Fig. 1. Fire plumes for centra

ir mass entrained, the plume front has higher upward veloc-
ty and higher temperature [17] when deflecting at the ceiling.
hese two parameters are both key factors dominating the buoy-
ncy force to drive the fire gas flow. So, the critical velocity for
re originated near the sidewall of the tunnel should be differ-
nt with that of a freely standing case and should be further
nvestigated.

. Theoretical analysis

The interaction of fire plume with wall or corner in a com-
artment had been formerly studied [17,18]. A “mirror” effect
as considered under these conditions. It was reported that the
lume attached to the wall would develop as a half-plume with
lume properties approximating those for a full burner of twice
he heat release rate [17,18]. So, taking this method, the critical
elocity of near-wall fire should be equal to the case of a fire
ith twice the heat release rate in a tunnel with twice the cross

ectional area. However, even in this way, the model of Thomas,
ka, Wu and Danziger still cannot account for the condition of
ear-wall fire, due to its rough physical model by considering
he overall energy balance. That is, the value of Q* in these

odels does not vary under the near-wall condition even with
mirror” effect considered. Based on the model of Kunsch, as
he value of �T0

∗Q′′2/3 is usually much smaller than 1, it can
e approximated that

c ∝ Q1/3 (11)

This is in accordance with the report of parametric study by
auquelin [12]. So, it can be approximately anticipated that

c,w/Uc,c = (2Q/Q)1/3 = 1.26 (12)

However, it should be noted that the above value is an ideal
ne. The “mirror” effect of near-wall plume in compartment fires

s basically applied when the area of the fire source is relatively
ery small to that of the floor, or in a semi-infinite boundary
ondition, to consider the effect of the wall only. In a confinement
pace as the tunnel, the width or the cross sectional area is in a

a
F

μ

and near wall fire in tunnels.

imited value. There should also be an interaction of fire plume
ith the longitudinal flow, which was largely influenced by the

unnel cross sectional size and the fire size.

. CFD modelling

.1. The turbulent airflow model

CFD modelling is now widely used in fire safety engineering
o simulate buoyancy induced flow [19–21]. Turbulence models
ommonly used in CFD are based on Reynolds averaging Navier
tokes equation (RANS) method, large eddy simulation (LES)
nd direct numerical simulation (DNS). LES turbulent model,
hich is now more widely used and reported to give better pre-
ictions on some cases [22] of buoyancy driven flow, was used
n this paper.

In LES modelling, the turbulence motion with scale larger
han the grid size is computed directly while the one less than
he grid size is modelled by SGM model. Thus, two points should
e considered [20,22]:

fine enough grids; and
a suitable sub-grid model (SGM) on small eddies.

The grid size should be fine enough to include the turbu-
ence scales associated with the largest eddy motions which can
e described accurately enough by the SGM. The LES sub-
rid model commonly used in LES was developed originally by
magorinsky [23].

The CFD software, fire dynamics simulator (FDS), was used
or simulation in this paper with a recent version of 4.07, which
as released on March 10, 2006 by the national institute of

tandards and technology (NIST) [24,25]. A refined filtered
ynamics sub-grid model is applied in the FDS model to account
or the sub-grid scale motion of viscosity, thermal conductivity

nd material diffusivity [25]. The dynamic viscosity defined in
DS is

ijk = ρijk(CS�)2|S| (13)
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sity, specific heat and the thickness of the material. The internal
lining of the tunnel was specified as “CONCRETE”. The ther-
mal properties of this material are available in the FDS database
documentation.
L.H. Hu et al. / Journal of Haz

here CS is an empirical Smagorinsky constant, � is (δxδyδz)1/3

nd

S| = 2

(
∂u

∂x

)2

+ 2

(
∂v

∂y

)2

+ 2

(
∂w

∂z

)2

+
(

∂u

∂x
+ ∂v

∂y

)2

+
(

∂u

∂z
+ ∂w

∂x

)2

+
(

∂v

∂z
+ ∂w

∂y

)2

− 2

3
(∇ · 	u)2 (14)

he term |S| consists of second-order spatial differences aver-
ged at the grid centre. The thermal conductivity kijk and material
iffusivity Dijk of the fluid are related to the viscosity μijk in
erms of the Prandtl number Pr and Schmidt number Sc by

ijk = cpμijk

Pr
; (ρD)ijk = μijk

Sc
(15)

oth Pr and Sc are assumed to be constant. The specific heat cp
s taken to be that of the dominant species of the mixture [25].

In the Smagorinsky sub-grid model, the constant CS is an
mportant but sensitive parameter. It is flow dependent and has
een optimized over a range from 0.1 to 0.25 for various flow
elds. Zhang et al. [19] had studied the effect of the Smagorin-
ky sub-grid scale model coefficients, CS and Pr, on predicted
urbulence statistical quantities in a fire room. Two values of CS,
.14 and 0.18, and two values of Pr, 0.2 and 0.9, were tested.
esults showed that for a strong buoyant plume, the predictions
f the mean velocity and temperature and also the turbulent sta-
istical quantities using CS of 0.18 are much better than CS of
.14. Comparisons also indicated that setting the Pr to be 0.2
hould be more reasonable for simulating the room fire. It was
lso reported that taking CS as 0.2 gave good predictions for
uoyancy-driven flow [26] and a channel flow [27] with fine
nough grid resolution. According to these validation works,
he constants CS, Pr and Sc are defaulted in FDS as 0.2, 0.2 and
.5, respectively. It was reported that for some cases in simu-
ating buoyancy-drive flow [26], the predicted values from the
ltered dynamics sub-grid model by FDS agreed better with the
easured value than those from the original Smagorinsky model

nd RANS.
In FDS, thermal radiation is computed by the radiative trans-

er equation (RTE), which is solved by using finite volume
ethod (FVM) [25]. In order to consider the spectral depen-

ence, the radiation spectrum is divided into a relatively small
umber of narrow bands, and a separate RTE is derived for each
and. The RTE was simplified as follows:

∇In(x, s) = κn(x, λ)[Ib,n(x) − In(x, s)], n = 1 . . . N (16)

The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) criterion [28,29] is used
n FDS [25] for justifying convergence. This criterion is more
mportant for large-scale calculations where convective trans-
ort dominates the diffusive one. In FDS, the estimated velocities
re tested at each time step to ensure that the CFL condition is
atisfied [25]:( )

tmax

|uijk|
δx

,
|vijk|
δy

,
|wijk|

δz
< 1 (17)

The initial time step is set automatically in FDS by the size
f a grid cell divided by the characteristic velocity of the flow.
s Materials 150 (2008) 68–75 71

he default value of the initial time step is 5(δxδyδz)1/3√
gH

, where δx,
y, and δz are the dimensions of the smallest grid cell, H is the
eight of the computational domain and g is the acceleration due
o gravity [25]. During the calculation, the time step is varying
nd constrained by the convective and diffusive transport speeds
o ensure that the CFL condition is satisfied at each time step
25]. The time step will eventually change to a quasi-steady value
hen the fire environment reached a quasi-steady state.
The FDS model had been successfully applied to study the

re-induced transportation of smoke and carbon monoxide in a
ong channel [5], dispersion of propane under a leakage condi-
ion in a room [30] and contamination levels in near and far field
n a warehouse facility under forced ventilation [31].

.2. The physical model

CFD simulation was performed for a road tunnel model with
ength of 50 m and a full scale cross section of width of 10 m and
eight of 7.2 m as shown in Fig. 2. The cross section in this size
s commonly seen in China for double tube road tunnel with two
anes in each tube. The two ends of the tunnel were both set to
e naturally opened with no initial velocity boundary condition
pecified for these openings. The longitudinal wind velocity was
et by the “MISC” command provided by FDS [24], which can
irectly prescribe an initial wind through the domain. By this
ethod, a steady uniform longitudinal wind was initialized at

he beginning of the simulation. Four types of thermal boundary
onditions can be used in FDS [24]:

fixed temperature solid surface;
fixed heat flux solid surface;
thermally-thick solid; or
thermally-thin sheet.

Fixed temperature or fixed heat flux boundary conditions are
nly of limited usefulness in real fire scenarios [24]. Thermally-
hick boundary condition was selected. That is, the tunnel wall
eats up due to radiative and convective heat transfer from the
urrounding gas, by specifying the thermal conductivity, den-
Fig. 2. Physical model for CFD modelling.
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In applying LES simulation, the grid size is a key parameter
o be considered carefully first. A grid sensitivity and model
erification studies had been formerly performed [32] with the
ame sized physical tunnel fire model. Grid system with the grid
ize of 0.083 m in the near fire region and of 0.167 m for the
ther region was finally used. The smoke temperatures below
he tunnel ceiling at 3 and 20 m upstream from the fire predicted
y this grid system were compared with measured values from
ull-scale tests [34] in Fig. 3. It was shown that the smoke flow
emperatures predicted were in good agreement with full-scale
xperimental data. This kind of grid system was also used in
FD modelling of this paper.

The fire source was placed at the centre of the domain,
reely standing or near the sidewall. Square pool fires were
sed. The heat outputs were determined by fire source area
ize and heat release rate per unit area (HRRPUA) as provided
n FDS. A mixture fraction-based combustion model is used
n the LES simulation of FDS. A reaction type of “CRUDE
IL” according to FDS reaction database [5,24] was also spec-

fied for generating smoke from the fire source and this does

ot influence the heat output of the fire. In order to consider
urely the effect of the sidewall confinement, the relative fire
ource width is to be considered. It should not be too large com-
ared with the width of the tunnel. So, the fire sizes considered

ig. 3. Model verification by comparison of smoke temperature predicted by
DS with measure data in full scale tests.
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Fig. 4. Convergence and time steps during simulation.

ere 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12 and 16 MW with HRRPUA of
MW m−2.

All simulations were run in a personal computer with 3.0 G
PU and 4 GB RAM. The CFL numbers during the iterations
ere in the range of 0.72–0.96, all less than the criteria value of
. The CFL number and the time steps during the simulation are
hown in Fig. 4. The CFL convergence condition was satisfied.

. Results and discussion

.1. The fire plume

The typical instantaneous temperature fields of the plume,
or example 1 MW fire, at the quasi-stable condition when the
pwind gas dispersion was arrested by the wind, are compared
etween central freely standing fire and near-wall fire in Fig. 5.
irstly, it can be seen that when the fire positioned near the
idewall, the width, or the radius, of the fire plume was smaller
han that of central fire. This indicated that more fresh air was
ntrained into the plume of a central freely standing fire rather
han near the sidewall, as anticipated before. Lower entrainment
f fresh air resulted in higher plume temperature at the impinge-
ent region on the ceiling. For the fire of 1 MW and 1.4 m s−1

ongitudinal wind speed, it was only 60 ◦C for the central freely
tanding fire, but up to 80 ◦C for the near-wall fire. Under the
ongitudinal wind speed of 1.4 m s−1, the upstream hot gas flow
as arrested as it did not travel beyond the fire source in a freely

tanding fire condition, but clearly beyond the fire source in a
ear-wall fire. Till the longitudinal wind speed was increased to
.6 m s−1, the upwind hot gas flow was arrested for the near-wall
re.

The quasi-stable state for the development of the plume and
he dispersion of smoke particles beneath the tunnel ceiling are
lso shown in Fig. 6. It can also be clearly seen that the fire
lume width in a freely standing condition was larger than in
near-wall condition. The upwind smoke flow was arrested by

.4 m s−1 wind for freely standing fire and by up to 1.6 m s−1

ind for near-wall fire.
So, it was clearly shown that larger critical velocity was

eeded to arrest the upwind gas and smoke dispersion for near-
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Fig. 5. Temperature field of fire plume for near wall fire and central fire.

all fire. For the fire of 1 MW, the critical velocity was 1.4 m s−1.
ut the wind of this speed certainly cannot arrest the same fire
ositioned near the sidewall as shown in Fig. 1. The critical
elocity of this fire near the wall was up to 1.6 m s−1.
.2. Critical velocity

The critical velocity for arresting the upwind gas and smoke
ispersion predicted by CFD simulation for both near-wall fire

ig. 6. Dispersion of smoke particles beneath the ceiling for near wall fire and
entral fire.
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ig. 7. Comparison of critical velocity predicted by CFD modelling with that
y former models.

nd freely standing central fire are compared with former models
y Thomas, Danziger, Oka, Wu and Kunsch in Fig. 7. A series
f full-scale experiments had also been conducted in operating
ighway road tunnels, as a part of a long-term tunnel fire research
rogram in China. The objectives are to have a better under-
tanding of the fire dynamics and smoke control in tunnel fires.
mong these full scale experiments, the upstream distances of

he fire gas and smoke dispersion under different longitudinal
ind velocities and thus, the critical velocities for arresting the
pwind gas and smoke dispersion for 1.8 and 3.2 MW pool fire
ere measured. The fire was positioned at the centre of the tun-
el. The fire near the wall was not tested as it would damage the
unnel wall. The tunnel was 10.8 m wide and 7.2 m high. More
etailed information on these full-scale tunnel fire tests can be
ound in the former reports [33–35]. The critical velocities were
easured to be 1.75 and 2.0 m s−1 for the two fires. These two

alues are also shown in Fig. 7.
It can be seen that the increase trend of critical velocity with

re size predicted by the CFD modelling was similar to the model
f Thomas, Danziger, Oka and Wu. However, the predictions
y these models seemed to be all lower than those of the full
cale CFD modelling. The predictions made by the model of
homas seemed to be closest to those of the CFD modelling.
heir predictions at lower fire sizes were very near and both close

o the two full scales experimental measured data. The increase
f critical velocity with fire size predicted by Kunsch’s model
eemed to be in different trend with others. The predictions made
y Kunsch’s model was larger than those of the CFD modelling
hen Q* was less than 0.035, and smaller when Q* was larger

han 0.035. It was also shown in Fig. 7 that the critical velocity of
near-wall fire was larger than those of same fire freely standing
t the tunnel centre. However, with the increase of the fire size,
heir difference will decreased so that these two curves seemed
o be closer.

The ratio of critical velocity of near-wall fire to that of the

reely standing central fire, Uc,w/Uc,c, was plotted against dimen-
ionless fire heat release rate, Q*, in Fig. 8. It was clearly shown
hat with the increase of the fire size, the ratio of Uc,w/Uc,c
ecreases to become more and more nearer to unity. This indi-
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ig. 8. Ratio of critical velocity for near wall fire to that for central fire vs.
imensionless HRR.

ated that the sidewall effect on the critical velocity was clearer
or small-sized fire than for large fire. As larger fire with higher
eat release should have bigger area and width, with the increase
f the fire heat release rate, the fire source width will be nearer
o the tunnel width and the fire situation of a near-wall fire will
e nearer to a central fire. It can be anticipated that when the fire
ource area or width was near or equal to the width of the tunnel,
here should be no difference between a “freely standing central
re” and a “near-wall fire” anymore. They are both “near-wall
re” and the ratio should be equal to unity under this situation.

It can be also seen that the ratio of Uc,w/Uc,c by CFD simula-
ion was closest to the theoretical estimated value for lowest
on-dimensional heat release rate. It was about 1.18 for the
00 kW fire. This was near to the ideal value of 1.26 estimated
efore. This is due to the basic assumption of the “mirror” effect
heory. That is, the area of the fire source should be relatively very
mall to that of the floor. In a confinement space as the tunnel,
he width or the cross sectional area is in a limited value. There
hould also be an interaction of fire plume with the longitudinal
ow, which is largely influenced by the tunnel cross sectional
ize and the fire size. In case of relative small fire in a tunnel,
he real situation is more like the basic assumption of “mirror”
ffect. That is why the ratio with lowest non-dimensional heat
elease rate was closest to the theory. However, the ideally esti-
ated value was still a bit higher than the value obtained by the
FD modeling even for the very small fire. It should be due to

he fact that the cold sidewall cools the fire plume. This resulted
n the decrease of the plume temperature and thus the buoyancy
orce of the upwind gas flow, with less critical velocity to arrest it.

. Conclusions

This paper studied the critical wind velocity for arresting
pwind gas and smoke dispersion induced by fire near the side-
all in road tunnels, as a different but more realistic fire situation
han arbitrarily assuming that the fire originates at the tunnel
entre in all former models. Results showed that when fire orig-
nates near the wall, it needs larger critical velocity to arrest the
pwind transportation of the hot gas and the smoke particle. This

[

s Materials 150 (2008) 68–75

s an important issue to be considered by the safety manager for
esigning the longitudinal ventilation system for tunnels.

Ideally, the ratio of critical velocity of near wall fire to that of
reely standing central fire was theoretically estimated to be 1.26.
esults by CFD modelling showed that the ratio was decreased
ith the increase of the fire size till close to unity. The ratio by
FD modelling was about 1.18 for a 500 kW small fire, being
ear to and a bit lower than the theoretically estimated value of
.26. The variation of the ratio of critical velocity of near-wall
re to that of central fire, with fire size, was finally provided for
eference.
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